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Our Bodywork World

Did you know there are more than
250 bodywork modalities? With
so many options out there, even
experienced bodywork adventurers
might feel overwhelmed and
unsure about what to choose.
Consider your goals as
you make your decision.
Are you looking to relax,
relieve, rehabilitate, recoup?
Perhaps you’re looking to get
invigorated. Or perhaps you’re
looking for all of the above.
Because choosing one
modality over another may seem
Body Sense Editor Darren Buford
daunting, we dedicate this issue
of Body Sense to finding the right technique for you. Allissa
Haines presents several bodywork options in her article “To
Relax or Not to Relax?” She suggests that what’s right for you
today may not be what’s right next week, next month, or next
year. Your goals may be constantly in flux—and that’s fine.
The best place to start is by communicating with your
practitioner. He or she is a trained professional (often in
many modalities) and can guide your goals and session
in a number of directions depending on your needs.
Take heed massage enthusiasts: the great news is that it doesn’t
matter what technique you choose (there is no right or wrong),
all have healthful benefits that range from reducing anxiety and
stress, to boosting the immune system, to improving self-esteem,
and all provide much needed relief for body, mind, and soul.
Exploring the vast array of techniques with your massage
therapist should be an adventure, and we hope that through
this publication, and with the information we provide on
Massagetherapy.com, your therapist and the more than
300,000 other therapists across the United States are waiting
in the wings to provide you with the support you need.

What is your body awareness level?*
18%

High
I continually
strive to
maintain good
posture and
proper body
mechanics.

58%

Good
I usually maintain
good body
mechanics, but
sometimes catch
myself slipping.

20% OK

I try to be aware
of my body
mechanics, but
have some poor
habits that I can’t
seem to break.

1%

Poor
I have a lot
of room for
improvement
in my posture
and movement.

*Results from Massagetherapy.com poll.

BODY TALK
COMPILED BY BRANDON TWYFORD

The Health
Benefits of Tea

Long-term studies performed at the
Harvard School of Public Health
demonstrated that regular tea
drinkers are less likely to develop
diabetes compared with people who
drink less tea. The polyphenols (a
type of antioxidant) in tea—especially
green tea—help regulate blood sugar
and assist insulin in metabolizing
the body’s glucose levels. This
glucose regulation may also be
responsible for tea’s association
with a lower risk of cardiovascular
disease, improved cholesterol,
and lower blood pressure.
While the studies suggest drinking
tea is associated with better health,
it is difficult to rule out the possibility
that tea drinkers simply live healthier
lifestyles overall. The best way to
ward off illness and disease remains
a healthy lifestyle that includes a
balanced diet and plenty of exercise.
Read more at www.health.
harvard.edu/press_releases/healthbenefits-linked-to-drinking-tea.

Massage
Improves
Aching Muscles

In a randomized,
blinded study involving
36 sedentary young
adults, lower-extremity
massage was found to
increase upper-extremity
blood flow in patients
with exercise-induced
muscle injuries. The
treatment included a
30-minute leg massage
using Swedish techniques
ranging in pressure from
superficial to deep.
While it has long
been believed that one of
the benefits of massage
therapy is increased
circulation resulting in
improved health and
wellness, this study is
one of the first to add
valuable clinical support to the anecdotal observations and case
study results that massage therapists have presented for years.
The findings were published in the Archives of
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation. Read the abstract
here: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24583315.

Retrain the Brain to Desire Healthy Foods

Our brains are programmed by evolution to reward the
consumption of high-calorie foods—a mechanism that helps
us survive when food is scarce. In a society where food
is not scarce, however, the overactivity of this reward
system is implicated in the development of obesity.
A new study published in Nutrition & Diabetes is said to be
the first to demonstrate that the brain can be altered to desire
and reward the consumption of healthy foods. The results were
achieved through behavioral intervention in the form of an
adapted version of the “I” Diet (S. B. Roberts and B. K. Sargent,
www.theidiet.com). Researchers tracked changes in brain activity
through functional magnetic resonance imaging scans.
In addition to showing altered brain activity when shown images
of low-calorie foods versus high-calorie foods, subjects who received the
intervention achieved significant weight loss versus the control group. Read
the full study at www.nature.com/nutd/journal/v4/n9/full/nutd201426a.html.

www.massagetherapy.com—your resource for all things bodywork
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By Allissa Haines

To R elax or not to Relax?
That is the question!
Get the Best Massage

When we think of massage, most of
us think of quiet music, a darkened
room, and extreme relaxation.
That said, relaxation is not required
to enjoy a great massage.

We know relaxation is good for the body.
But some massage is about treating pain or
dysfunction, and the technique may require lots
of feedback from you as the therapist works.
For example, in Active Isolated Stretching, a
technique useful for relieving pain and treating
many types of injuries, the client and therapist
work together to target specific muscles and
coordinate breathing with stretches. The
client is actively involved in movement and
stretching, and, without that collaboration,
the technique would not be effective.
In Ashiatsu treatments, the therapist uses
his or her feet and body weight (and bars
attached to the ceiling) to provide very deep
pressure. It’s important for the client to provide
feedback about depth and sensation, so that
the massage is both effective and safe.
There are plenty of benefits of massage
that don’t require you to sink into a meditative
state. Massage can be useful in reducing the
thickness of scars and improving the elasticity
of skin around them. Just 15 minutes of hand
massage once a week may decrease pain and
increase grip strength in people with arthritis
or carpal tunnel syndrome. And massage
is a great tool to increase range of motion,
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For You

reduce spasms and cramping, and release
endorphins—the body’s natural painkillers.
Even if you’re not addressing a specific
condition or injury, perhaps your massage
is a middle-of-the-day break and you
don’t want to go back to work groggy. It’s
perfectly OK to get a massage and not treat
it like an ultimate relaxation session.

DETERMINE YOUR GOALS
Everyone seeks massage for different reasons.
What are yours? Discussing your goals will
help your therapist create the right massage
for you. Perhaps that nagging hamstring is
slowing down your softball game. The types
of massage and stretching appropriate for this
treatment may not be conducive to relaxation.
In fact, a massage-induced catnap could
make it harder for the therapist to isolate the
offending muscle and treat it efficiently.
For many people, their massage appointment
is the only time they can shut their phone
off and truly disconnect from the world. In
this situation, relaxation is appropriate.
It’s also possible that the type of massage
you want will combine just the right amount
of communication and still allow you to rest.
For example, the complexities of prenatal
massage demand great communication to
ensure positioning is comfortable and stays
that way through the massage. Likewise
for oncology massage, when frequent
communication will ensure the client is at
ease and feeling well during the session.

© All rights reserved by bekluvsbroncos

Active Isolated Stretching: a method of
muscle lengthening and fascial release.

Ashiatsu: a barefoot massage technique
that uses deep compression strokes
that glide over the body to provide
deep relaxation while stretching chronic
shortened muscles. The therapist holds
onto bars above the head for leverage.

Prenatal Massage: prenatal-specific techniques can reduce pregnancy discomfort and concerns,
and enhance the physiological and emotional well-being of both mother and fetus. Skilled,
appropriate touch facilitates labor, shortening labor times and easing pain and anxiety.
In the postpartum period, specialized techniques rebalance structure, physiology, and
emotions of the new mother and may help her to bond with, and care for, her infant.

In situations like these, therapists with
advanced training are great at providing safe
and effective massage while maintaining an
environment that allows a client to fully relax.

DETERMINING THE LENGTH OF
YOUR MASSAGE TREATMENT
Your goals, as well as your schedule and
your budget, can help you and your therapist

decide how long each session should be,
and the duration of your treatment plan.
If you just want to keep that shoulder
loose for golf with a massage during your
lunch break, 30 minutes once a week
through the season will likely do the trick.
If you have a chronic issue with migraines
and know that stress and anxiety are
contributing factors, you may find that a 60- or
90-minute massage every 2–4 weeks is most

www.massagetherapy.com—your resource for all things bodywork
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Deep-Tissue Massage: techniques that utilize deep-tissue/
deep-muscle massage are administered to affect the sublayer of
musculature and fascia. The muscles must be relaxed in order to
effectively perform deep-tissue massage; otherwise, tight surface
muscles prevent the practitioner from reaching deeper musculature.

helpful. Your therapist can work with you to
create the treatment plan that meets your needs.
You may find that over time your preferences
change. After you recover from the issue that
brought you to massage, you may decide to
come back regularly for short touch-ups to
keep you on track. Or perhaps you’ll prefer
a maintenance plan of a regular, longer
treatment that incorporates both relaxation
and targeted work to your problem area.
Even if you think you don’t need to
chill out, you’ll still benefit from the
following tips that can help even the
tensest client relax during a massage.

TIP #1
BE PATIENT WITH YOURSELF
Receiving massage is a skill. It takes practice.
Being calm and quiet and letting someone
else move your limbs or hold the weight
of your head doesn’t come naturally to
everyone. As you get more massage, you’ll
find it easier to let the therapist do the
work. And if you don’t? That’s fine, too.

TIP #2
KEEP YOUR CLOTHES ON,
OR TAKE THEM OFF
One of the most common questions
massage therapists hear is, “Do people
take all their clothes off for massage?”
The usual answer is something like,
“Undress to your level of comfort.”
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That can be confusing when you’re already
feeling nervous about your first massage, or
just your first treatment with any particular
therapist. I’m not always sure what “my level
of comfort” is, or what the therapist prefers.
If the therapist requests that you undress,
you may be uncertain if you’re supposed to
take your undergarments off or leave them
on. If the therapist expects to do lots of low
back, hip, and hamstring massage, he or she
may suggest that you remove your underwear
along with the rest of your clothes. That doesn’t
mean you have to—it’s just a suggestion.
No matter what, you’ll always be covered
(draped) with a sheet and a blanket. You’ll
never be left feeling exposed or chilly.
A specific area will be undraped while
being massaged and re-draped when your
therapist moves on to another area.
If the technique requires lots of
movement, like Thai massage or Active
Isolated Stretching, you may be instructed
to come to the session in loose, comfortable
clothing. If so, you know you’ll be leaving
all your clothes on during the treatment.
Here’s a little secret: whatever you decide is
just fine. Really. If you’re most comfortable with
your underwear on, leave ’em on. If you wish to
remain completely clothed, talk to your therapist
about what techniques will work best for you.
A great therapist will
work with you to help
you feel comfortable and
respect your preferences
during a treatment.

Oncology Massage: this specialized practice
requires therapists to be fully educated in,
and pay close attention to, the physical,
emotional, and psychological needs of
clients in all phases of cancer—diagnosis,
treatment, recovery, survivor, or terminal.

TIP #3
TALK TO YOUR MASSAGE THERAPIST
Tell the therapist if you’re too cold or warm. Let
the therapist know if your neck is getting achy
and you would like to reposition the face cradle.
We love it when you speak up to tell us that
the pressure is a bit too much or direct us to
that one nagging spot in your shoulder. Hate
the music? Say something. This is your time,
and we want you to get a great massage.

TIP #4
DON’T TALK TO YOUR
MASSAGE THERAPIST
Talking is a great way to fill silence, especially
the awkward silence if you’re nervous at
the start of your massage. But if you decide
you want quiet, and your therapist is on
a conversational roll, it’s fine to mention
this. Wait for a pause, take a deep breath
in and let it out purposefully. Say, “OK. I’m
going to stop talking, so I can really relax
now.” Your therapist will take your cue.

TIP #5
RELAX YOUR BODY
Sometimes during a massage you may
tense up or flinch. If it’s because something
hurts, let your therapist know right away so
she can change the pressure or technique.
If it’s just a reflex, know that it’s normal.
Take a deep breath, let it out, and think
about letting your whole body be heavy
and sink into the massage table.
If you tense up again, do the same thing.
It’s no big deal if you sneeze, pass gas, or your
stomach grumbles. It’s OK to
fidget. It’s fine to wiggle your
toes, sniffle, or scratch your
nose. Do what makes you
comfortable and know you’ll
get just as much benefit.

TIP #6
RELAX YOUR MIND
Even if you find it easy to let
your eyes close and your body
sink into the massage table,
you may find it tough to quiet
the noise in your mind. You
may catch yourself writing

grocery lists or thinking
about that big project
at work. Again, this is
perfectly normal, and it
takes practice to be still.
If your mind starts
to race or you’re just
thinking too hard, take a
moment to focus on your
breathing. Notice how
you breathe in and out.
Feel your belly rise and
fall with each breath.
When a thought comes
into your mind, don’t fight
it. Just acknowledge it and
move on. “Yup. I need to pick
up bread on the way home.
I’ll remember that after my
massage.” Then go back to
noticing your breathing.
If you simply can’t quiet
your mind, stop trying.
Getting a massage stimulates
creativity for many people. Let
your mind go! Maybe you’ll
get a great idea for dinner
or work through that weird
conversation you had with
your colleague over lunch.

TIP #7
TRY SOME VARIETY

Thai Massage: based
on the theory that
the body is made
up of 72,000 sen,
or energy lines,
of which 10 hold
top priority. Thai
massage also
involves peripheral
stimulating, meaning
it acts as an
external stimulant
to produce specific
internal effects. This
point is the main
division between
Thai and Western
massage. Thai
massage is practiced
on a firm mat on
the floor instead of
on a table, which
is instrumental for
the effective use of
the practitioner’s
body weight. Except
for the feet, the
client remains fully
clothed, so draping
is not necessary.

If you want to zone out during
your massage, but are struggling to make it
happen, change the massage. Schedule your
next massage at a different time of day. If
you’re used to getting deep-tissue massage,
try a Thai massage. Ask your therapist about
incorporating aromatherapy or hot stones.
Whatever your goals, with a little
communication and some trial and error,
you’ll get the best massage for you! BS
Allissa Haines is a massage therapist with a private
practice in Massachusetts. She creates marketing resources for
massage therapists at WritingaBlueStreak.com and teaches
online marketing at Bancroft School of Massage Therapy and
continuing education events through the United States.

www.massagetherapy.com—your resource for all things bodywork
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COMPILED BY HANNAH LEVY

SOUND OASIS WHITE NOISE MACHINE

The Sound Oasis can be used at home or while traveling to improve
sleep or block noise. Plug it into a wall outlet or a USB jack.
Includes 10 different sound options, a four-position auto timer, and
continuous play, replay, and volume controls. The 3-inch speaker
can also be connected to an MP3 player or cell phone to play music.
Available for $49.99 at 866-625-3218 or www.soundoasis.com.

ENERGY MEDICINE YOGA

This book by Lauren Walker is a guide for educating the body,
mind, energy, and spirit to work together within a yoga practice.
Included in the book are breathing techniques, energy medicine
techniques, and yoga poses to support immunity and improve
balance, digestion, and strength in the body. The 264-page book
is available for $12.70 at 800-333-9185 or www.soundstrue.com.

SURYA: CHANTS OF LIGHT

This CD by duo Nadaka and Gopika combines traditional chanted Vedic
mantras with ragas played on the guitar, guitar synthesizer, percussion,
tabla, and violin. Surya means “sun” in Sanskrit, and all eight songs on this
album were chosen for their connection to the sun and light. The 52-minute
CD is available on iTunes for $9.99 or as individual tracks for $1.29 each.
More information is available at www.ragamantra.com.

DUAL FOOT ROLLER AND DUAL-ZONE BACK ROLLER

Gaiam introduces these two new products for self-care. The foot roller is
designed to ease tension, stimulate blood flow, and provide relief for foot
conditions, including plantar fasciitis. The back roller is intended for restorative
therapy; the product cradles the spine and targets muscles on either side,
while raised nubs provide healing and increased blood flow. Starting in
October, the 12-inch foot roller is available for $19.98 and the back roller is
available for $14.98 at www.target.com or www.amazon.com.
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Stay Hydrated

By Jennie Hastings Stancu

Has your therapist told you about the importance
of drinking water after receiving a massage?
After all, our bodies are composed of approximately 60 percent
water, and all of our bodily functions are sustained by water.
Dehydration is one of the most common detriments to our health,
and one of the easiest problems to fix. Make staying hydrated
simple and seamlessly interwoven throughout your day.

START EACH DAY OFF RIGHT
Start your morning with a tall, room temperature glass of water
with lemon squeezed into it, before you start taking any tea, coffee,
or food. Front-loading hydration is helpful to the body. Make your
work space a haven for pure, clean water. And be luxurious with
your water—for a special treat, add mint, cucumber, or lemon.

HALF YOUR WEIGHT
It is difficult to know how much water is enough. One rule of thumb is
to take half your body weight in pounds, and drink that many ounces
of water per day. So if you weigh 150 pounds, this would equal 75
ounces of water. For many of us, however, this might not be enough.
If you are working hard, or it is humid outside, or you live in a
particularly dry climate, you might need to drink even more than this.

OTHER DRINKS
Drinking herbal tea is a good way to stay hydrated. You
can also augment your hydration with electrolyte-fortified
water or sports drinks. However, be aware that a lot of
these drinks have incredibly high levels of sugar in them.
Hydration isn’t a healthy habit if you drink a day’s worth of
sugar in every glass. So check the label before you buy. BS
Jennie Hastings Stancu is a licensed massage therapist and author of The
Inspired Massage Therapist (Massage Blossom Books, 2012). She lives in Portland,
Maine, where she practices massage, yoga, and coaching with clients.

Energy Drinks: Good or Bad? By Shelley Burns
Energy drinks give you a boost of energy, but their effects are only
short term. You must also consider the long-term effects of sugar and
caffeine. A typical energy drink can contain as much as 14 teaspoons
of sugar and enough caffeine to cause rapid heartbeats and insomnia.
Good energy comes from eating well, staying active, getting
quality sleep, and staying hydrated! If you put in consistent effort
in these areas, your overall health will improve, giving you plenty
of everyday energy so you won’t need that short-term boost.

What About BPA?

You’ve probably seen the
phrase “BPA free” on water
bottles, and you may want
to gravitate toward these.
BPA stands for bisphenol
A, which is a chemical
found in polycarbonate
plastics and epoxy resins.
According to Mayoclinic.org,
some research has shown BPA
can seep from a container
into foods and beverages, and
this is concerning because
of possible health effects
BPA has on the brain and
behavior. So, look for nonplastic bottles (like the one
pictured here), or look for
the “BPA free” logo.

TIP!

Bring a bottle of water with
you to your next massage so
you have it on hand before,
during, and after treatment.
Staying hydrated is as simple
as just having water available
with you wherever you go.

Wellness x 2

Is Couples’ Massage for You?
By Leslie A. Young

Since my first session more than
20 years ago, massage has been my
secret escape—a chance to check out,
regroup, focus on me, and reconnect
with my body. A wonderfully healthy,
insightful retreat.
This summer, my boyfriend and I went
on an Indonesian vacation. Brad’s a relative
newcomer to massage therapy, but with his
blessing, I booked massage sessions at a
highly recommended spa in Bali. We figured a
wellness break would be a great way to spend a
hot, humid afternoon.
Bodywork is widely available in Bali, and
the therapists pride themselves on their own
specialized modalities and oils that source local
ingredients. In America, hot stone is one of my
favorites, so I booked the Balinese version for 90
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minutes each. We couldn’t wait to get to the spa
and experience it for ourselves.
Imagine my surprise when I realized that—
thanks to a language challenge—we were
booked for a couples’ massage in the same
room. Yikes! But I’m a trooper when I travel and
so is Brad, so we decided to just go with it. He
actually seemed relieved.
Our therapists stepped forward and
introduced themselves. They treated us to
footbaths, no doubt to save themselves from
our hot, tired dogs. We each chose massage oil
infused with fresh ginger for our session.
They escorted us into the treatment room.
I was still trying to get my mind around this
couples thing. The space was roomy and
decorated with Hindu art, typical of the country.
They excused themselves as we undressed in
the relaxing surroundings and settled in under
our respective sheets. The lighting, tables,
and temperature were perfect. We talked for a

few minutes, then our therapists returned and
started.
It doesn’t take me long to give in to a
massage session, but I was worried about Brad.
He was on this trip because of me and signed
up for this experience because of me. After just
a few minutes, I thought I’d quietly whisper,
“How’s it going?” when I heard him begin to
breathe deeply, as he relaxed. Then, he began to
snore. Ah, perfect. Now I could let go, too.
At that point, the session became a blended
experience where we both honored ourselves,
but also shared space. It was comforting in this
faraway environment to know that Brad was
right there, enjoying the session. The journey to
Bali was long and our bodies really welcomed
the stones.

That night at dinner we compared notes.
Brad told me he was more comfortable with
the experience because I was in the room
and said that aspect made the session even
more special. His therapist was much more
experienced than mine. Her touch was much
more aggressive and his athletic body really
liked that and needed that. My therapist’s
touch was somewhat tentative, although her
communication with me was solid. In all,
we agreed we’d made the right decision to
devote the afternoon to massage therapy.
Before this lucky miscommunication, I
would have never booked a couples’ massage.
Now I’m open to it. In fact, I have it on my gift
list for the next time we have a free afternoon.

B
S

Leslie A. Young is the editor-in-chief of Massage & Bodywork
magazine.

Tips for trying couples’ massage:
1. Don’t force the issue. Make sure you only try couples’ massage with
someone who’s open to it, and not uncomfortable in their own skin.
(And definitely don’t spring it on them as a surprise gift!) Otherwise,
your experience may be diluted by their fears and you’ll both waste
your time—and the therapists’ time.
2. Make sure your partner knows all the details. Share all the specifics
of the modality and the process ahead of time. Knowledge is power,
particularly if someone has never tried massage before. Talk about
disrobing, proper draping, and that it’s fine to communicate with the
therapist about pressure preferences.
3. Give your partner some control over the situation. This goes a long
way to alleviating nervousness. Don’t be heavy-handed in making all the
decisions about modalities, session length, or other choices available
for your session.
4. Accept that each of you will have your own experience. Aside
from an initial quiet comment or two, don’t talk too much during the
session. Let yourselves both mentally escape—separately, though
you’re together. And tell your partner ahead of time that less talk (or
no talk) is the best way to relax during a session.
5. H
 onor your partner’s experience. Don’t be judgmental before,
during, or after the session. If you’re a connoisseur of massage therapy
and your session didn’t quite measure up, but your partner thought it
was amazing, don’t dent the experience by being negative.
6. B
 e open to trying new modalities yourself. Like vacationing together
in a place where neither person has been, you can experience the
healing benefits of massage therapy in a new way, together.

www.massagetherapy.com—your resource for all things bodywork
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You are one click away from relaxing.

www.massagetherapy.com
• Hundreds of free massage and bodywork related articles.
• School listings and career information about massage and bodywork.
• A detailed glossary of bodywork terms.
• Sign up for a free monthly enewsletter on the benefits of massage.

A public education site brought to you by
Associated Bodywork & Massage Professionals
www.abmp.com

